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Kids are fascinated with the Human Body & in this collection we have
included books to support topics covered in KS1, KS2 and KS3. There are
non-fiction books on anatomy and body image plus practical guides on
childhood, adolescence, diet and health.

The Growing Story
Author: Ruth Krauss Format: Paperback Release Date: 29/07/2021
Year Groups: Early Years, Key Stage 1
This charming story will enchant younger readers and is perfect for
sharing aloud. Beautifully presented as an illustrated paperback, it is the
perfect book for all little children wondering if they're growing too.

Kay's Anatomy
Author: Adam Kay Format: Paperback Release Date: 27/05/2021
A Complete (and Completely Disgusting) Guide to the Human
Body This is an information text that will be read with great pleasure
and is actually as unputdownable as a novel. It is very apparent that the
multimillion-copy selling author and medical doctor has never grown out
of his gleeful fascination with the human machine and has a real knack
for presenting complex facts both clearly and concisely while making
the reader laugh out loud. Similarly, the illustrations by Henry Parker
combine accurate explanatory diagrams and zany amusing cartoons,
often on the same page. Much of the humour is, of course, derived from
the more disgusting aspects of the internal and external body and to
making fun of the complicated language and terminology doctors and
scientists use, but nonetheless using and explaining all those terms.
Indeed the book concludes with a brilliantly educative glossary (and
even the jokes are indexed!) A running gag is Clive and the ‘naming
committee’ responsible for naming body parts, as is the continued
references to the author’s dog Pippin, but always in a way which
enhances an explanation or a description and develops understanding.
Chapters cover all the organs and systems of the body as well as
reproduction, life and death and germs (including COVID-19) and
include Kay’s Kwestions (another running gag about needing a
replacement Q on his keyboard) and True or Poo sections which answer
the sort of questions inquisitive children will be dying to ask and expose
the myths, misinformation and old wives tales that you might have
heard. He does not shrink from difficult topics or giving unpopular
advice – junk food, smoking and drinking really are bad for you and
washing your hands properly is important.
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Usborne Book of the Brain and How it Works
Author: Betina Ip Format: Hardback Release Date: 04/03/2021 Year
Groups: Key Stage 1
March 2021 Non-Fiction Book of the Month The Usborne Book of
the Brain (and How it Works) by neuroscientist Betina Ip is a delightful
science book aimed at children aged 5+. It takes young readers on a
journey inside the human head to see how the brain works and what it
does, looking at the main brain cells (neurons) and their connections. It
uses simple terms to explain how we see, think, use our senses, feel
emotions, form memories, sleep and make decisions. Using ageappropriate practical examples, such as ‘How do we decide which ice
cream to have?’, the book gives young children plenty to talk about with
their family, friends and teachers. There are also sections on how to
look after your brain and how scientists learn about brains. With its
colourful illustrations and packed full of fascinating facts, this book is
perfect – and great fun – for inquisitive children (and their parents).

What's the T?
Author: Juno Dawson Format: Paperback Release Date: 18/02/2021
Year Groups: Key Stage 4
The no-nonsense guide to being trans and/or non-binary for
teens What’s the T? is street talk for ‘tell me the truth’ and this is
exactly what Juno Dawson sets out to do. This Book is Gay by the same
author became a staple purchase for school libraries and this new title
absolutely deserves the same treatment and indeed should be
purchased for the staff shelf too. This reader is paranoid about the
correct language and terminology and I feel far more confident in my
understanding now. The excellent glossary is worth the purchase price
alone. Although it sets out to answer all the possible questions that
anyone feeling body dysmorphia or anybody supporting a friend or
family member with similar anxieties, could come up with, my strongest
impression was one of moral rectitude. Without being strident or
patronising and in her warm, witty and friendly way, the author makes
very clear the right of every human being to define themselves and to
be able to live their lives without fear. Many misconceptions (often
generated by ill-informed or blatantly hateful messages in mainstream
and social media) are firmly laid to rest. Notably what is and is not
actually possible in terms of treatment for young people under 18. The
information and advice given does not sugar coat anything. Nobody
could be left in any doubt of the difficulties and the time that it would
take to make any sort of transition, nor that there is one simple answer
or one simple journey. The fascinating look at the history of transgender
in different cultures and the witness statements from trans and nonbinary people across the globe, give those of us in our cisgender
privilege a salutary wake-up call, which is why this book has value for
any sociology, politics or philosophy students too. An essential purchase
for secondary schools and a recommended addition to any young
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person's bookshelf. For more books visit our LGBTQI Literature
Collection.

Which Food Will You Choose?
Author: Claire Potter Format: Paperback Release Date: 07/01/2021
Year Groups: Early Years, Key Stage 1
March 2021 Book of the Month Calling all parents facing food-related
meltdowns! After introducing your food-fussy progeny to this instructive
interactive picture book, you’ll never need to make a meal of meal-time
again. Recommended by paediatric dieticians, it introduces children to a
rainbow of delicious food through a fun family-oriented story. What’s
more, the story can be lived off-the-page during real-life trips to the
supermarket, helping to convince hard-to-please kids to try new foods
and, as a result, it’s also certain to please parents frazzled by foodrelated friction. The story begins with Mummy despairing of the food in
the cupboard. “She couldn’t find anything she wanted to make for
dinner… I’m so bored of beige!” she grumbles. So, after deciding that
“what we need is some colour!” Mummy heads to the supermarket,
where she challenges her two toddlers to pick three kinds of food, the
only proviso being that they must be red. Then follows a delightfully
illustrated page of ravishing red foods that invites readers to decide
what they’d choose. Each day they return to the shop, where the kids
are issued with a fresh challenge - pick three yellow foods, three green,
three orange, three purple. By the time Saturday comes around and the
kids find Mummy eating a boring beige croissant, they make her a
special colourful breakfast.

The Body Image Book for Girls
Author: Charlotte Markey Format: Paperback Release Date:
30/09/2020 Year Groups: Key Stage 2, Key Stage 3, Key Stage 4
Love Yourself and Grow Up Fearless The Body Image Book for Girls,
published by Cambridge University Press, is certainly worth a place in
any school library. Authored by a Professor in Psychology, whose
research specialises in body image issues, the reader can have every
confidence that the contents are backed up by authoritative evidence,
but this is no dry academic tome. As she states in her introduction, Dr
Markey is a mother of teenagers, a boy and a girl, and she really cares
about girls having the information they need to make the right decisions
and to develop healthy habits. When young girls are bombarded with
images of airbrushed celebrities and social media pressures it is no
wonder that most girls are dissatisfied with some aspect of their bodies
and this can lead to anxiety, depression and worse. With an estimated
1.25 million people in the UK having an eating disorder there can be no
doubt that there is a real need for a book like this to counter the
misinformation out there. The ten chapters cover very clearly and
concisely an enormous amount of information ranging from puberty and
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body changes to self-care, mental health, basic nutritional science,
healthy eating habits and making food fun, physical activity and loving
our bodies for what they do (not how they look)and how to handle social
media and challenging fat shaming language. Each chapter has My
Story sections with real life experiences, myth busting boxes, Q&A and a
valuable concluding summary of the key points. Combined with an
excellent glossary and helpful illustrations the reader can quickly find
the information that they need at any given time. But the unpatronizing
and non-didactive tone also makes this an enjoyable and engaging read
likely to be read from cover to cover. Highly recommended for age nine
upwards to the many adults who would benefit from its wisdom too! For
more books with a strong, feminist theme, visit our Girl Power feature.

A Day in the Life of a Poo, a Gnu and You
Author: Mike Barfield Format: Paperback Release Date: 03/09/2020
Year Groups: Key Stage 1, Key Stage 2
Winner of the Blue Peter Book Awards 2021, Best Book with
Facts A Day in the Life of a Poo, a Gnu and You is packed with facts,
laughs and amazing illustrations you can dive into all day long. Meet
your grumpy liver that has to do practically EVERYTHING; your trusty
hands that are very, well, handy; the spiky porcupines ready to charge;
lonely Mars rovers abandoned on the Red Planet; raging tornadoes
ready to rip through the pages of the book and bubbly volcanoes ready
to blow. All entries are told in the fun, friendly and informative style of
Mike Barfield, and are brought to life by the colour-explosion of Jess
Bradley's awesome illustrations.

I Don't Know How to Give Birth!
Author: Ayami Kazama Format: Paperback Release Date:
11/08/2020 Year Groups: Key Stage 4
Shortlisted for the Excelsior Award Black 16+ KS5 A humorous
and heartfelt autobiographical comic essay of a manga artist new to the
challenges of motherhood! Follow her journey as she learns the ins and
outs of pregnancy and childbirth - and the impossibility of finding comfy
maternity underwear!
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Health Heroes
Author: Emily Sharratt Format: Paperback Release Date:
06/08/2020
The People Who Took Care of the World Every one of us has visited
a doctor or nurse, or taken a trip to hospital at some point in our lives,
but it took Coronavirus to make us really notice the men and women
who look after us when we need it, and to recognise them as heroes.
This inspiring and informative book begins with introductions to the very
first doctors, nurses and surgeons (starting with Hippocrates), then
comes totally up to date. Real, live ‘health heroes’ working in a range of
different locations and roles tell us about their working lives, what they
do and why they love it. It’s stirring stuff, many of the anecdotes and
stories they share are really moving and all are fascinating. This is an
excellent book for anyone interested in a career in medicine or care, but
a great read too for all who’ve watched, wondered at and applauded the
people who have done so much for us during these difficult times.

The Virus
Author: Ben Martynoga Format: Paperback Release Date:
30/07/2020 Year Groups: Key Stage 2, Key Stage 3, Key Stage 4
September 2020 Book of the Month Less than one year ago, until
November 2019 in fact, SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus hadn’t infected a single
person and was completely unknown to nearly all of us. Now it has
changed our whole world, yet most of us still have only a hazy idea of
what viruses are, which is where this brilliant little book comes in. The
Virus tells you everything there is to know about viruses including of
course COVID-19. It explains what viruses are, what they look like and
do, why they are so successful at making us ill, what we can do to
combat them, and why some of them actually help us. If this sounds a
bit technical or heavy going, think again: it’s fascinating stuff and
presented in a way that makes it really easy to read and understand.
The story of coronavirus as told here is an adventure, full of heroes and
villains, facts and figures that will stop you in your tracks, and some
good jokes too. I can’t think of a more interesting or relevant book for
our times – everyone needs to read this! If you're interested in science
you can find many similar titles in our Best Non-Fiction collection.
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Sofia the Dreamer and her Magical Afro
Author: Jessica Wilson Format: Paperback Release Date: 01/06/2020
Year Groups: Key Stage 1, Key Stage 2
This is a poetic look at the history of natural hairstyles – and, through
Sofia, we see children encouraged not to be afraid to be themselves.
Every Sunday Sofia dreams as her Mum washes and styles her hair –
and every style has a period and a cultural figure as an example of how
styles and history sit together. Whilst feeling sleepy as her hair is done
Sofia dream-travels to visit a Jamaican Rastafarian, an African ancestor
and a Black Panther in Los Angeles. The poem takes on this journey
through history and also beyond our world to the realisation that love of
one another is the basis of all. The illustrations are bold and the fact
that Tom Rawles is best known for album cover shows through his bold
contemporary style. The publisher is a British Jamaican independent
company – set up to bring to light some of the stories from the
Caribbean and its peoples. It was founded in response to the need for
diversity in publishing. I hope we see more from these publishers!

Love Your Body
Author: Jessica Sanders Format: Hardback Release Date:
03/03/2020 Year Groups: Key Stage 2
March 2020 Book of the Month ‘My body is strong. My body can do
amazing things. My body is my own.’ That’s the message for young girls
to take from this comforting, uplifting and much-needed self-help guide.
Our bodies are unique and amazing, it says, all of them, and there’s no
one size, shape or colour that’s perfect. The message is demonstrated
via colour illustrations featuring a range of young women happy with the
way they look and who they are. The accompanying text reinforces this
and also provides self-help tips for those times when you’re feeling
down or insecure. There’s a really useful ‘Now What?’ section too full of
self-care practices, while the jacket doubles as a poster for your wall, a
self-care list for everyday life. It’s been carefully thought out from
beginning to end, while illustrator Carol Rossetti’s young women feel
like a group of friends cheering you on. “When girls are worried about
how their bodies look, 8 out of 10 of them will opt out of important life
lessons such as engaging with friends and loved ones. This is a feminist
issue.” – Jessica Sanders You can find more books with a strong feminist
message in our collection; Work It Girl - Inspiring and Informative Books
on Feminism for All Ages
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Gut Garden
Author: Katie Brosnan Format: Hardback Release Date: 24/10/2019
Year Groups: Key Stage 2
Longlisted for the UKLA Book Awards 2021 | Long-listed for the
School Library Association Information Book Award. Through
Katie Brosnan's personable illustrations, we follow the digestive process
from the moment the food enters our mouths to the moment the waste
leaves our bodies. Along the way we are introduced to a variety of
microbes - good and bad - and gain an insight into the vast ecosystem
that exists inside us.

You Smell!:(and so does everything else)
Author: Clive Gifford Format: Hardback Release Date: 07/10/2019
Year Groups: Key Stage 2
October 2019 Non-Fiction Book of the Month This book put smell,
the Cinderella of the senses, into the spotlight. It examines smelly facts
about the human body, some of them really rather disgusting, as well as
the power and importance of our sense of smell. It looks at how animals
use smell and how plants use it too to attract insects or keep animals
away. And it looks at smells and smelling through history before taking
a last look at weird and wonderful odours. With unusual facts and
information on every page it’s well worth a nose. I was particularly
fascinated by the ‘odorous occupations’ highlighted in panels
throughout the book and children will be definitely tempted to try out
the smelly experiments and activities it suggests too.

Body Brilliant A Teenage Guide to a Positive
Body Image
Author: Nicola Morgan Format: Paperback Release Date:
11/07/2019 Year Groups: Key Stage 3, Key Stage 4
With the award winning success of previous titles such as Blame My
Brain, The Teenage Guides to Stress, Friends, and Life Online and
Positively Teenage, Nicola Morgan has well established credentials with
teachers, parents, librarians and young people for calm, authoritative,
well researched guidance and this new title may be her most important
yet. We live in the age of the image and young people are constantly
exposed both to images of perfection and to critical responses to their
own images. Anybody of any age can suffer from negative body image
and Nicola admits that writing this book helped her, just as reading it
will help many adults I am sure. But adolescence is when humans are
most vulnerable and exposed to a “perfect storm” of changes to bodies,
feelings, environment and expectations and so they are the ones that
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need this guidance most. Nicola has also produced some extensive
teaching notes to accompany the book on her website
www.nicolamorgan.com. The book is divided into two sections: All in the
Mind and Making Your Body Brilliant. Body image is created by your
mind and the first section explains how this works, how negative
patterns can develop and tackles topics like gender, sexuality, body
dysmorphic disorder, social media and cultural differences. Every
chapter includes Body Boost suggestions- techniques to help you think
more positively as well as a fantastic summary and lists of resources to
find out more and including fiction reading suggestions (Nicola is a
tremendous advocate for what she terms Readaxation) The next section
is full of practical ways to keep your brilliant body healthy, strong and
looking its best to enable you to achieve your dreams. Full of quotes and
engaging human stories and told in a completely non-patronising
manner, this is an essential purchase for classrooms and school
libraries.

The Hormone Diaries The Bloody Truth About
Our Periods
Author: Hannah Witton Format: Paperback Release Date:
13/06/2019 Year Groups: Key Stage 3, Key Stage 4
When it comes to periods, we're often expected to cope with it quietly.
But our periods and our hormones affect every area of our lives - so I
am done with scuttling to the toilet with a tampon up my sleeve. I vlog
about periods and hormonal contraception, and it's clear that I'm not
the only one aching to be more open about this. When I reached out to
my online community, I received an outpouring of raw, real and hilarious
stories about what we through simply for having a uterus. From first
periods to first coils, pimples to hot-water bottles and PCOS to
endometriosis, The Hormone Diaries is your essential companion on the
hormone rollercoaster. Filled with Hannah's insights, fascinating
research and those priceless crowdsourced stories, it's the reassuring
hug we all need. At least 50 per cent of the world has to deal with this
stuff - it's time we started talking about it.
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Science You Can Eat Putting what we Eat
Under the Microscope
Author: Stefan Gates Format: Hardback Release Date: 04/06/2019
Year Groups: Key Stage 2
Discover the seriously impressive science that goes on every time you
cook or eat. This children's book explores the science of food by asking
questions you're hungry to know the answers to, and putting them to
the test through fun experiments. Science You Can Eat will transform
your kitchen into a lab through fun food experiments. Cooking is
chemistry, and the fun science experiments - such as tricking your taste
buds, making slime taste delicious, and investigating some of the
strangest flavours around will prove it. This exciting kids book tackles all
the tasty science questions you have about food, plus plenty more that
you hadn't thought of! Once you understand science, you understand
food, so find out why popcorn go pop as you test it out for yourself,
explore how taste is affected by smell, then discover whether eating
insects is the future of food. Examining interesting ingredients and
exciting eating, as well as peeking into the future of food, Science You
Can Eat helps you understand what's happening with our food and why.
Each page is guaranteed to leave you hungry for more.

Humanatomy
Author: Nicola Edwards Format: Hardback Release Date:
03/05/2018 Year Groups: Key Stage 2
The human body is amazing, ‘the most incredible machine on Earth’
says this book, which explains exactly how it works, from the inside out.
Over colourful, clearly designed pages, featuring detailed illustrations, it
peels back the layers of the human body to examine the individual body
systems, from the integumentary system (skin, hair and nails), through
the muscular system, skeletal system, digestive system, right up to and
including DNA, in a chapter What makes me who I am? Questions are
asked throughout in fact, making it highly interactive and engaging, and
some of them provoke the response, ‘Yuk’ (Is it true you can drink your
own urine). With a neat reference guide to the body tucked inside the
front cover, and useful glossary at the back, this book is well thought
out and informative from beginning to end.
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Professor Astro Cat's Human Body Odyssey
Author: Dominic Walliman Format: Hardback Release Date:
01/03/2018 Year Groups: Key Stage 1
Shortlisted for the Blue Peter Book Awards 2019, Best Book
with Facts | Everyone's favourite cat-astronaut investigates the human
body in this beautiful, graphically illustrated look at everything from
eyes to muscles, genetics to reproduction and the immune, endocrine
and lymphatic systems.

Operation Ouch!: The HuManual
Author: Puffin Format: Hardback Release Date: 27/07/2017 Year
Groups: Key Stage 2
August 2017 Book of the Month Take a tour of one of the most complex,
diverse and downright unusual places on the entire planet - the human
body! Find out all about what makes YOU tick, from the wonders of the
human brain to the tingling in your ticklish toes.

Truly Foul & Cheesy Body Jokes and Facts
Book
Author: John Townsend Format: Paperback Release Date:
27/04/2017 Year Groups: Key Stage 1
The introduction to this book contains a warning: reading it might make
you LOL, but it could also make you GOL (groan out loud), or even SEL
(scream even louder). It certainly does contain some gut-churning
information about the human body, everything from why our feet smell
to how many mites are living in our eyelashes (yuk), but in fact it’s the
jokes and limericks that pop up at regular intervals that might really get
readers groaning! Nonetheless it’s a clever and appealing way to dole
out information about our bodies, warts and all, and children will be
fascinated by what they learn.
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My First Book About Me
Author: Felicity Brooks Format: Paperback Release Date:
01/04/2017 Year Groups: Early Years
Bright, attractive pages and friendly text scattered with questions and
invitations make this book a great way to start children thinking about
who they are and how they fit into our world. One double page spread
follows Anisha throughout her day, from getting up to school, playtime
and home life, concluding, ‘Can you draw some pictures of your day?’;
there are pages on feelings, on clothes and food – what’s good to eat
and why; and a page to show how what we can do changes as we grow
up. Children are encouraged to complete scenes with colourful stickers
of both words and images. An excellent and inclusive first book. ~
Andrea Reece

Life on Earth: Human Body
Author: Heather Alexander Format: Board book Release Date:
02/03/2017 Year Groups: Key Stage 1
This is a typically informative and cleverly designed book from Wide
Eyed Editions, one of our leading new publishers of non-fiction. Over 16
spreads, it asks 100 questions about the human body, from what are my
bones made of, to why do I have a spleen, to what does my brain look
like. The answers are often hidden behind flaps – there are 70 of these for example you can open up the heart to examine what’s on the inside,
and peep inside the eye. The flaps make this a fun, interactive reading
experience as well as an informative one. ~ Andrea Reece

Stuff You Should Know About the Human
Body
Author: John Farndon Format: Paperback Release Date: 23/02/2017
Year Groups: Key Stage 2
Take a tour round the inside of the human body in this unusual and
quite excellent information book. It examines our component parts,
from cells to blood, bones, liver, lungs and the brain, explaining how
they function – and thereby how we function – though colourful, intricate
cross-section diagrams, each one full of busy little people demonstrating
the myriad different actions involved. In this way complex processes are
broken down into comprehensible steps. Short passages of text
illuminate things further. You can’t help but be drawn in by the look of
the pages and this is an absolutely fascinating and thoroughly effective
introduction to the workings of the human body. ~ Andrea Reece
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The Great Big Body Book
Author: Mary Hoffman Format: Hardback Release Date: 04/08/2016
Year Groups: Key Stage 1
This author and illustrator team are superb at informing children about
really important things clearly and sensitively, without ever talking
down to their audience. They’ve already looked at families, feelings and
the environment, here they look at the human body, inside (what’s
under the skin, how our brains work) and out (what changes the body
undergoes as we grow up and grow old, what makes us the way we
are). It’s full of information presented in an appealing and accessible
way, and with lots of humour – verbal and visual. A book that will
answer children’s questions, and that will make them understand and
feel reassured about the world and their place in it too. ~ Andrea Reece

Fairytales Gone Wrong: Get Some Rest,
Sleeping Beauty!
Author: Steve Smallman Format: Paperback Release Date:
20/05/2016 Year Groups: Key Stage 1
Young children will learn the importance of rest in this hilarious story all
about sleep and as result bedtime should become an easier time of the
day! Get Some Rest, Sleeping Beauty is one title from the Fairytales
Gone Wrong series and is a welcome addition for parents looking for
picture books with a message.

Fairytales Gone Wrong: Don't Pick Your Nose,
Pinocchio!
Author: Steve Smallman Format: Paperback Release Date:
20/05/2016 Year Groups: Key Stage 1
There are two big lessons to be learned in this new take on the favourite
fairy tale: don’t tell lies – we all know what happens to Pinocchio when
he tells an untruth – and don’t pick your nose! The fairy who brings
Pinocchio to life warns him against both these things, but he can’t resist
rummaging around in his nose for bogies, and then denying it when
accused! At last Jiminy Cricket arrives and with his help, Pinocchio
mends his ways. Part of a picture book series that teaches children
about hygiene, this certainly gets its message across and in a fun but
effective way. ~ Andrea Reece
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The Amazing Human Body Detectives
Amazing Facts, Myths and Quirks of the
Human Body
Author: Maggie Li Format: Hardback Release Date: 11/06/2015
Year Groups: Key Stage 2
June 2015 Fascinating Facts Book of the Month This fact-packed guide
to the human body will encourage children to think more about how
their body works. It starts with a maze, a good way of demonstrating
that the book is about finding things out yourself. Sure enough, in
bright, busy spreads, each one dedicated to a different part of the body
– muscles, brain, organs etc. – as well as diagrams and information
boxes there are questions for the reader and experiments to try out.
The book comes with a little magnifying glass too, a fun way of
encouraging study of the diagrams, while an activity page at the back
suggests that the reader use it on themselves for a real close up on the
amazing body.

Blame My Brain: The Amazing Teenage Brain
Revealed
Author: Nicola Morgan Format: Paperback Release Date:
02/05/2013 Year Groups: Key Stage 3, Key Stage 4
Teenagers and their parents will find much to fascinate them in this
updated edition of Nicola Morgan’s skilful, non-scientists explanation of
the complex and specific science that makes teenagehood such a
specific period of growing up. New research has revealed even more
about the workings of the brain and it appears that teenagers are wired
somewhat differently. That’s especially true when it comes to sleep – as
all parents of teens know well! It is also true in regard to the taking of
risks and to the taking of stimulants. Tests and quizzes and lots of
illustrations support the scientific but jargon free text.
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That's So Gross!: Human Body
Author: Mitchell Symons Format: Paperback Release Date:
31/03/2011 Year Groups: Key Stage 2
Loads of facts about every part of the body are crammed into this highly
illustrated book. And many of them certainly are gross! No sensibilities
are spared in this guide to the smells, sights, sounds and look of many
different parts of the body. The science that underpins it is good making
it a useful source of knowledge as well as fun to read. A great series to
get kids into reading. Titles in the series include Human Body, History,
Creepy Crawlies and Animals.

A Horrid Factbook: Horrid Henry's Bodies
Author: Francesca Simon Format: Paperback Release Date:
03/02/2011 Year Groups: Key Stage 1
A Lovereading4kids 'Great Read' you may have missed 2011 selection.
Horrid Henry fans will delight in their favourite bad boy’s book of
disgusting facts. The way Horrid Henry looks at things, much about the
body is pretty disgusting so, from ear wax through snoring to the
highest jumping animal in the world, Horrid Henry gives his original take
on the unusual and weird things about bodies. And for some extra
Horrid Henry fun, you can download three nit-infested activity sheets
free from Readers Guide on the right hand side of this page.
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